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REGULATION ROUND UP

HOT OFF THE PRESSES – MAJOR REGULATION 
CHANGES ANNOUNCED 7/10 and 7/12



 Trump Executive Order 13789

 Review all “significant tax regulations” issued on 
or after Jan 1, 2016

 60-day interim report identifying regs that: (1) 
impose an undue financial burden on U.S. 
taxpayers; (2) add undue complexity to the 
Federal tax laws; or (3) exceed IRS's statutory 
authority. The Treasury Secretary was directed to 
submit a final report to the President by Sept. 18, 
2017
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 From Jan. 1, 2016, through Apr. 21, 2017, 
Treasury and IRS issued 105 temporary, 
proposed, and final regs report to the President 
by Sept. 18, 2017

 53 of the 105 regs issued during the relevant 
review period are minor or technical in nature and 
generated minimal public comment. Treasury 
treated the remaining 52 regs as potentially 
significant and reexamined all of them for the 
purpose of formulating the interim report

 8 Regs identified
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 Treasury will study and either modify through 
streamlined rules changes or consider complete 
repeal.
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 Proposed Code Section 103 Regs

 definition of a "political subdivision" of a State 
(e.g., a city or county) that is eligible to issue tax-
exempt bonds for governmental purposes. The 
proposed regs would require a political 
subdivision to possess three attributes: (i) 
sovereign powers; (ii) a governmental purpose; 
and (iii) governmental control.
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 Temporary Code Sec. 337(d) regs) 

 on certain transfers of property to regulated 
investment companies (RICs) and real estate 
investment trusts (REITs), which would amend 
existing rules on transfers of property by C 
corporations to REITs and RICs generally. The 
regs would also provide additional guidance on 
certain newly-enacted provisions of the 
Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) Act 
of 2015, that were intended to prevent certain 
spin-off transactions involving transfers of 
property by C corporations to REITs from 
qualifying for nonrecognition treatment.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=us_fed_26_usc_337(d)&permaId=ia422263a19d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SBSEC&endParm=y


 Final Code Sec. 7602 regs

 on the participation of a person described in 
Code Sec. 6103(n) in a Summons Interview, 
which would provide that persons described in 
Code Sec. 6103(n) and Reg. § 301.6103(n)-1(a) 
with whom IRS contracts for services-such as 
outside economists, engineers, consultants, or 
attorneys-may receive books, papers, records, or 
other data summoned by IRS and, in the 
presence and under the guidance of an IRS 
officer or employee, participate fully in the 
interview of a person who IRS has summoned as 
a witness to provide testimony under oath.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=7602&permaId=i72b83ed019d811dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=us_fed_26_usc_6103(n)&permaId=i4c8bf97219d811dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SBSEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=us_fed_26_usc_6103(n)&permaId=i4c8bf97219d811dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SBSEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TREGS&linkType=docloc&locId=301.6103(n)-1(a)&permaId=i4bc4ac54096c11dc8063c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=RSBSEC&endParm=y


 Proposed Code Sec. 2704 regs

 on restrictions on liquidation of an interest for 
estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer 
taxes. Code Sec. 2704(b) provides that certain 
non-commercial restrictions on the ability to 
dispose of or liquidate family-controlled entities 
should be disregarded in determining the fair 
market value of an interest in that entity for estate 
and gift tax purposes. The proposed regs would 
create an additional category of restrictions that 
also would be disregarded in assessing the fair 
market value of an interest.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=2704&permaId=i1655cb7619d811dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=2704(b)&permaId=i1655cb7619d811dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SBSEC&endParm=y


 Transfer within 3 Year

 Applicable Restrictions

 Disregarded restrictions
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 Results:

 Would presumably gut most marketability and lack of 
control discounts

 Would this be applicable to legitimate business 
enterprises as well?

 What about legitimate transfers within 3 years of 
death?
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What’s the latest:

 Originally Issued in July 2016

 Over 10,000 comments filed!

 It appears as though this will be softened 
significantly, IRS doesn’t appear to be aiming at 
discounts in the same way original perceived, but 
nothing new as of yet.
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 Temporary Code Sec. 752 regs

 on liabilities recognized as recourse partnership 
liabilities which generally would provide: (i) rules 
for how liabilities are allocated under Code Sec. 
752 solely for purposes of disguised sales under 
Code Sec. 707 ; and (ii) rules for determining 
whether "bottom-dollar payment obligations" 
provide the necessary "economic risk of loss" to 
be taken into account as a recourse liability.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=752&permaId=id140d50819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=752&permaId=id140d50819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=707&permaId=icfafa94419d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y


 Temporary Code Sec. 752 regs

 Disguised sale regulations deal with the transfer 
of property to a partnership followed by a transfer 
of cash or other property to a partner within two 
years.

 Major exceptions:

 Debt Financed Distributions

 Pre-Formation Capital Expenditure Distributions
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=752&permaId=id140d50819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y


 Final and temporary Code Sec. 385 regs

 on the treatment of certain interests in 
corporations as stock or indebtedness, which 
address the classification of related-party debt as 
debt or equity for federal tax purposes. The regs
are primarily comprised of (i) rules establishing 
minimum documentation requirements that 
ordinarily must be satisfied in order for purported 
debt among related parties to be treated as debt 
for federal tax purposes; and (ii) transaction rules 
that treat as stock certain debt that is issued by a 
corporation to a controlling shareholder in a 
distribution or in another related-party transaction 
that achieves an economically similar result.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=385&permaId=ia906150819d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y


 stated goal of the IRS and Treasury of targeting 
earnings stripping transactions by so-called 
“inverted” U.S. companies

 the Final Regulations remain a dramatic 
deviation from decades of debt/equity law 
because they classify debt instruments not based 
on the attributes of the particular instrument, but 
rather on the identities of the issuer and holders 
and the circumstances of their issuance
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 Final Code Sec. 987 regs

 on income and currency gain or loss with respect 
to a Code Sec. 987 qualified business unit, which 
would provide rules for (i) translating income from 
branch operations conducted in a currency 
different from the branch owner's functional 
currency into the owner's functional currency, (ii) 
calculating foreign currency gain or loss with 
respect to the branch's financial assets and 
liabilities, and (iii) recognizing such foreign 
currency gain or loss when the branch makes a 
transfer of any property to its owner.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=987&permaId=ieb78e32a19d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=987&permaId=ieb78e32a19d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y


 Final Code Sec. 367 regs

 on the treatment of certain transfers of property to 
foreign corporations. Code Sec. 367 generally 
imposes immediate or future U.S. tax on transfers 
of property (tangible and intangible) to foreign 
corporations, subject to certain exceptions. The 
final regs eliminate the ability of taxpayers under 
prior regs to transfer foreign goodwill and going 
concern value to a foreign corporation without 
immediate or future U.S. income tax.
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https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=367&permaId=ia6ce2c4e19d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y
https://checkpoint.riag.com/app/find?begParm=y&app.version=17.06&dbName=TCODE&linkType=docloc&locId=367&permaId=ia6ce2c4e19d711dcb1a9c7f8ee2eaa77&tagName=SEC&endParm=y


 The 2005 proposed rules (REG-163314-03) said 
solvency is a necessary condition for a Section 
332 liquidation. They also generally provided that 
there must be an exchange of net value for a 
transaction to qualify as a tax-free transaction 
under tax code Section 351 or a tax-free 
reorganization under Section 368. 

 In the new proposed rules, the IRS and Treasury 
Department said previous court decisions and 
revenue rulings continue to reflect the 
government’s position when it comes to Section 
332 liquidations. They said current law is 
sufficient for governing tax-free reorganizations. 
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http://src.bna.com/qHo
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The IRS has started an outreach program for taxpayers with 
individual tax identification numbers (ITINs) that have expired or 
are slated to expire at the end of 2017. The IRS is encouraging 
taxpayers with ITIN middle numbers 70, 71, 72 and 80 (e.g., 
9NN-70-NNNN) to submit a renewal application this summer to 
avoid delays that could affect their tax filing and refunds in 2018. 
Households with multiple members who have ITINs may be 
eligible for renewal at the same time even if their ITINs expire at 
different times.

This includes the taxpayer with the expiring ITIN, the taxpayer’s 
spouse and their dependents.

All ITINs not used on a federal tax return at least once 
in the last three years will expire on December 31, 2017. 
Additionally, all ITINs issued before 2013 with middle 
digits of 70, 71, 72 or 80 (Example: (9XX-70-XXXX) will 
expire at the end of the year.

https://www.irs.gov/individuals/individual-taxpayer-identification-
number-itin
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After Aug. 15, 2017, Pay.gov will be the required payment 
method for certain types of ruling fees. These rulings include 
private letter rulings, closing agreements and rulings using:

Form 1128 Application to Adopt, Change or Retain a Tax Year,

Form 2553 Election by a Small Business Corporation,

Form 3115 Application for Change of Accounting Method, or

Form 8716 Election to Have a Tax Year Other than a Required 
Tax Year.

Determination letters are not affected since they are addressed 
to a different division. Below is a link to the payment form listing 
information needed to process payment and a second link to the 
online payment form.
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Passport Revocation for Seriously Delinquent 
Debt

New Code Section 7345, “seriously delinquent tax 
debt” is grounds for denial, revocation, or limitation 
of a passport.

 $50,000 (adjusted for inflation) unpaid, legally 
enforceable federal tax liability, notice of lien or 
levy has been filed.

 Are penalties and interest included?
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Amends Section 6306 requiring the IRS to enter 
into qualified tax collection contracts “for the 
collection of all outstanding inactive tax 
receivables.” Defined as:

 IRS has removed from active inventory

 Has not been assigned to an employee when 
more than 1/3 of the limitations period has expired

 More then 365 days of inactivity have passed in 
collections
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The IRS implemented a controlled launch in mid-
April of roughly 100 cases per week to four private 
firms: CBE, ConServe,Performant and Pioneer. 
The number of transfer cases has gradually 
increased and will be up to around 2,000 per week 
by July. The assigned private collection agency 
(PCA) receives the taxpayer’s mailing address, a 
phone number if on file and a balance due, but no 
other confidential information.
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The IRS will issue collection Notice CP40 to the 
taxpayer identifying the PCA and a unique 
authentication code. The PCA will send a separate 
letter to the taxpayer confirming the assignment 
and code. When the PCA calls, the taxpayer will 
state the code’s first five digits and the PCA, the 
last five digits. Scams will happen – if the taxpayer 
fears that the caller is an imposter or does not 
name the firm listed on the CP40, the taxpayer can 
contact the IRS and be directed to the firm working 
the account.
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The collector will ask the taxpayer to pay in full or 
enter into an approved payment agreement. If the 
taxpayer cannot do either, the PCA must refer the 
account back to the IRS. The PCA has no authority 
to negotiate, take enforcement action, charge a 
user fee or accept a payment on the IRS’ behalf. In 
addition, the taxpayer can opt out of the collection 
program by written notification.
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If a valid Power of Attorney (POA) is on file for the unpaid tax 
year(s), the IRS and PCA will contact the representative

instead. If the taxpayer indicates that he or she has signed a 
POA, the account is to be placed on hold to allow for POA

processing.

These private firms keep up to 25 percent of their receipts. They 
are governed by consumer protection provisions of the Fair

Debt Collection Practices Act and should be courteous and 
respect taxpayer rights. All phone calls are recorded. PCAs

undergo quality and customer satisfaction reviews. However, 
some concerns have already surfaced about Pioneer’s call

script and collection tactics. To report PCA misconduct, call the 
TIGTA hotline at 800-366-4484 or visit www.tigta.gov. The

Taxpayer Advocate Service also has agreed to accept private 
collection cases.30



IRS Notice CP148 came about as part of the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act of 2014. Beginning in 2015, address changes 
made on the Business Master File (BMF) entity with open 
employment tax filing requirements generates two notices to the 
taxpayer confirming the change:

CP148A is mailed to the taxpayer's new address, and CP148B is 
mailed to the taxpayer's previous address.

Any change to the taxpayer’s address will generate the notices 
including minor changes such as changing “suite” to “ste.” If the 
address change is correct, no follow-up action is necessary. If it 
is not correct, the taxpayer should return the notice to the

IRS with a completed Form 8822-B, Change of Address or 
Responsible Party - Business. Make sure the taxpayer’s 
business address is consistent on all tax return filings with the 
IRS.
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On June 1, 2017, the U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia upheld the IRS’ authority to require the use of a 
preparer tax identification number (PTIN), but enjoined the IRS 
from charging a user fee for the issuance and renewal of PTINs. 
The court decided that after the Loving decision took away the 
IRS’ authority to set criteria for becoming a registered return 
preparer, there was no longer any rationale for charging a fee 
because anyone could get a PTIN and obtaining one did not 
provide a “service or thing of value” for which the IRS could 
charge a fee.

The IRS will likely still require the use of PTINs, but has 
temporarily suspended its registration and renewal program. In 
addition, the IRS may have to refund the fees that it improperly 
charged practitioners in past years. (Adam Steele, et al. v. United 
States of America, Case No. 1:14-cv-1523-RCL (D.D.C. 
6/1/17))(Loving v. IRS, 742 F3d, 1013 (D.C. Cir. 2014))
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 The IRS has a pilot program for expanded streamline 
installment agreements that runs September 2016 to 
September 2017.

 The SB/SE Campus Collection Operations, including the 
Automated Collection System (ACS), has expanded installment 
agreement criteria for individual taxes, self-employment taxes 
and out-of-business sole proprietors with assessed tax, penalty 
and interest between $50,000 and $100,000 and from 72 to 84 
months automatic installment (if proposed monthly payment is 
the greater of their total assessed balance divided by 84 
months or amount necessary to satisfy the liability before the 
collection statute expires). If the test is successful, it will 
provide easier access to installment agreements for more 
taxpayers and fewer IRS resources to manage. Installment 
agreements in SB/SE Field Collection (cases assigned by 
revenue officers), W & I Accounts Management or through the 
Online Payment Agreement Application do not qualify for this 
pilot program.
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 Effective Jan. 1, 2017, the IRS increased user 
fees for taxpayers to pay off their federal income 
tax debt. Under the revised schedule, affected 
taxpayers could lower the installment agreement 
fee by choosing an online payment agreement or 
direct debit from a bank account.
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 The IRS is warning of a new phishing scheme 
targeting accounting and tax preparation firms 
nationwide.

 These latest phishing emails come in typically 
two stages. The first email may appear to be from 
a taxpayer shopping for professional services, 
such as "I need a preparer to file my taxes." If the 
preparer or staff responds, the cybercriminal 
sends a second email with an embedded web 
address or a PDF attachment that has an 
embedded web address

 https://www.irs.gov/uac/newsroom/security-
summit-alert-new-two-stage-email-scheme-
targets-tax-professionals
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 Form 8867, the Paid Preparer’s Due Diligence 
Checklist, to include not only claims for earned 
income tax credit (EITC), but also the child tax 
credit (CTC), the additional child tax credit 
(ACTC) and the American opportunity tax credit 
(AOTC) for the 2017 tax filing season.

 A very general interpretation is that an interview 
can be conducted via written correspondence, 
email and telephone in addition to an in-person 
meeting

 Penalties of $510 for each violation
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 Will be included on 50 million W-2 copies

 Four groups of four alphanumeric characters

 If this field is populated, enter this code when it is 
requested by your tax return preparer software. It 
is possible your software or preparer will not 
request the code. The code is not entered on 
paper-filed returns
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 Last month, the IRS released Notice 2017-6 to 
extend the dates for making the automatic 
accounting method changes required under IRC 
section 263(a), the tangible property regulations, 
to include tax years beginning before Jan. 1, 
2017. This allows taxpayers that have not made 
these changes to do so and comply with the final 
tangible property regs. This also allows taxpayers 
to comply without incurring the user fees that 
would otherwise be required. (2017-3 IRB) 

 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-17-06.pdf
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https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-17-06.pdf


 The CP 5747C is a legitimate IRS letter issued as 
part of the Taxpayer Protection Program. 
Because these taxpayer returns have already 
been flagged for potential identity theft, enhanced 
authentication procedures are necessary to avoid 
inadvertent unauthorized disclosure of personal 
data.

 Clients receiving a CP 5747C should call 844-
545-5640 to make an appointment at their local 
TAC. (All TACs now operate by appointment 
only.) The taxpayer should indicate to the 
customer service representative if any special 
circumstances need to be considered when 
making the appointmen
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 In order to reduce additional breach opportunities 
and secure taxpayer information, the Transcript 
Delivery System (TDS) no longer generates 
transcripts to requestors when there is an identity 
theft indicator on the account. The tax 
professional will receive the message, “Please 
have your client contact the Identity Protection 
Specialized Unit (IPSU) at 800-908-4490.
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IRS Rulings and Case Law Update



Due Date Change Update -- FBAR

 FinCEN Report 114– Moved up to April 15 WITH
an extension. Extension is automatic, no form
needs to be filed.
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 IRS Form 7004, as revised, grants a six-month 
extension for calendar year C-Corporations from 
April 15 until October 15 notwithstanding the 
statutory deadline of September 15; in a website 
posting IRS reiterated that it is granting an 
additional month on extended calendar year C-
Corporation returns beyond that set forth in the 
2015 statutory revision.
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MAJOR Changes to Partnership Audit Rules

Effective Date:  Applies to partnership taxable 
years after 12/31/2017.  Opt-outs can occur for 
taxable years beginning after 11/2/15 and before 
1/1/2018.
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 Require the election out of a centralized audit by 
eligible partnerships to be on a timely filed return 
including extensions; the Regulations make it 
clear that IRS can adjust the return of a partner 
which is inconsistent with the partnership return 
through a mathematical correction under which 
the Tax Court will not have jurisdiction.
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MAJOR Changes to Partnership Audit Rules

TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 
1982) provided the old rules for auditing 
partnership.  Adjustments flowed down to partners.

Partnerships could be audited under three sets of 
rules:

1. Unified Audit Rules

2. Small Partnership Rules

3. Electing Large Partnership Rules
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MAJOR Changes to Partnership Audit Rules

This ACT repeals TEFRA.  New audit rules:

a) Any adjustments are determined at the 
PARTNERSHIP level

b) Each partner’s return must be consistent with 
the partnership’s return

c) Each partnership must designate a partner as 
the representative.  Partnership and 
representative receive notice of proceeding and 
adjustment.  
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MAJOR Changes to Partnership Audit Rules

OPT OUT

 Partnerships with 100 or fewer partners

 To opt out, each partner must be

i. Individual

ii. C Corporation

iii. Foreign entity that would be treated as a C 
Corporation if it were domestic

iv. S Corporation (EACH SHAREHOLDER COUNTS)

v. Estate of deceased partner
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 Temporary Regulations under Code Section 
7701set forth that partners in a partnership 
owning a disregarded entity cannot avoid self 
employment tax by becoming employees of the 
disregarded entity; IRS did indicate that it will 
consider whether to allow partners to be treated 
as employees in certain circumstances such as 
when they have only a small ownership interest.
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Cappel v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-150  The 
Tax Court refused to allow a father of three by two 
wives to claim the dependency deductions for any 
of the children; he did not receive a Form 8332 
from the custodial parents including his first wife 
who was required to release the dependency 
allowances if he was current in child support.
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 Jasperson v. Commissioner, 118 AFTR2d 2016-
5633, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
agreed with the Tax Court that an individual who 
claimed losses in prior years now closed to 
adjustment still needs to be able to prove those 
losses in order to use a net operating loss in 
subsequent years.
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 Cooke v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-74The 
Tax Court gave a narrow definition to the term 
“repair or maintenance work” for purpose of the 
14-day limitation on personal use of a property 
and determined that the use for other business 
purposes related to the property constitutes a 
personal day.
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 In Zarrinnejar v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-34, the Tax Court 
determined that a dentist who worked 14 hours per week was a “real 
estate professional” after proving that he spent over 1,000 hours in 
real estate including brokerage-related activities and managing his 
four rental properties; he was able to show through contemporaneous 
records not only his hours but also that he did substantially all the 
work on his own rentals, resulting in permitted losses in excess of 
$200,000 in each of three years; in Windham v. Commissioner, TC 
Memo 2017-68, the Tax Court determined that a stockbroker who 
averaged 2½ hours a day in the office and who claimed 900 hours a 
year managing 11 properties was a real estate professional and met 
the test for material participation on a property by property basis, 
allowing her to deduct losses on these properties.
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 In Hardy v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-16, 
the Tax Court determined that a plastic surgeon 
did not need to group his ownership interest in a 
surgical center with his professional practice, thus 
allowing his passive income from the center to 
offset his other passive losses; the Court noted 
that the surgeon’s income from the center was 
based on a distributive share and not on how 
many surgeries he performed (the Court also 
found that the taxpayer’s involvement in the 
surgical center LLC was akin to that of a limited 
partner and that the self-employment tax did not 
apply).
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 In CRI-Leslie, LLC v. Commissioner, 147 TC No. 
8, the Tax Court determined that a seller has 
ordinary income rather than capital gain on a 
retained deposit form a cancelled sale of real 
property used in a business (Section 1231 
property), stating that the result would be different 
if the real estate had been a capital asset; if the 
real estate had been a capital asset; in Field 
Attorney Advice 20173701F, and in Chief 
Counsel Advice 201642035, IRS ruled 
respectively that the payor of a deal termination 
fee received a capital rather than an ordinary loss 
and that the recipient reports capital gain.
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 In Watts v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-114, 
the Tax Court determined that the abandonment 
of a partnership interest gave rise to the capital 
loss rather than an ordinary loss; the Fifth Circuit 
Court of Appeals in a surprise 2015 decision had 
ruled that the abandonment of stock gave rise to 
an ordinary loss.
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 In Leslie v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-171, the Tax 
Court determined that $5.5 million received by a woman 
from a former spouse constituted taxable alimony income 
(although the document did not indicate that payments 
stopped upon her death, California state law provides that 
marital support terminates on the death of either party 
unless otherwise agreed in writing); in Letter Ruling 
201648001, the IRS concluded that payments of spousal 
support not terminating on the recipient’s death under the 
terms of the document did not terminate automatically 
under Minnesota law as a result of language in the 
Separation Agreement removing jurisdiction of the Court 
to effectuate a modification.
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 In Malev v. Commissioner, Bench Opinion in 
Docket No. 1282-16S, the Tax Court determined 
that integrative medical care costs, otherwise 
known as “alternative” medicine are deductible 
based on a subjective test of whether the 
individual believed that they may be effective at 
least where they are of the type that would not be 
routinely incurred for non-medical reasons, 
stating that medical care must take into account 
not only what is known but what is less 
understood as well, namely the role that an 
individual’s state of mind plays in the treatment of 
disease.
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 In Slavin v. Commissioner, TC Summary Opinion 
2016-28, the Tax Court reiterated that converting 
delinquent back interest into principal of a 
refinanced loan (as least with the same lender) 
does not give rise to an immediate interest 
deduction.
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 In Kopaigora v. Commissioner, TC Summary Opinion 
2016-35, and in Long v. Commissioner, TC Summary 
Opinion 2016-88, the Tax Court allowed executives to 
deduct the cost of an MBA as it did not qualify them for a 
new business, allowing even amounts paid during a short 
period of unemployment; in Creigh v. Commissioner, TC 
Summary Opinion 2017-26, the Tax Court denied a 
deduction for the cost of an MBA to a software engineer 
who testified that the courses she took “did not really help 
in my area, in terms of project management” and found 
that the degree would qualify her for a new business.
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 In Elick v. Commissioner, 116 AFTR2d 2016-345, 
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with the 
Tax Court that a dental practice could not deduct 
alleged management fees paid to a related entity 
when there was no indication that the entity 
actually performed any services.
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 In Estate of Backemeyer v. Commissioner, 147 
TC No. 17, the Tax Court allowed a farmer’s 
widow to deduct expenses for seed, fertilizer and 
fuel in the year following his death although they 
were deducted by the husband in the preceding 
year; notwithstanding that no estate tax was paid, 
the Court allowed the heir a deduction for the 
business use of inherited property.
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 In Powell v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-111, 
the Tax Court disallowed most automobile 
mileage claimed by the taxpayer, citing the strict 
substantiation requirements for vehicle expenses 
but stating that it can be supported by 
reconstruction if done to the level of credibility of 
a contemporaneous record.
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 In Transupport, Inc. v. Commissioner. TC Memo 2016-216, the Tax 
Court agreed with IRS that four sons of the business owner, each 
averaging $657, 000 in compensation, received excessive 
compensation from a C Corporation where they failed to detail their 
purported tasks before the Court which reduced the average 
allowable deduction to $232,000 apiece; the father’s compensation 
which averaged $477,000 per year was reduced to an average of 
$353,000; in H.W. Johnson, Inc. v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-
95, the Tax Court found that formula-based total compensation of $4 
million and $7.3 million in two consecutive years paid to brothers was 
reasonable in light of their key role in the business and their 
contribution to its substantial growth; the Court found that a sufficient 
return on equity had been left in the company.
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 In Brinks Gilson & Lione, PC v. Commissioner, 
TC Memo 2016-20, the Tax Court determined 
that a C corporation law firm’s yearend bonus 
pool which paralleled its stockholdings was a 
constructive dividend where the law firm had 
significant equity on a cash basis and had not 
paid a dividend.
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 In Lamas-Richie v. Commissioner, TC Memo 
2016-63, the Tax Court determined that a partner 
in a gossip blog was liable for tax on his 
distributive shares of partnership income even 
though it was not actually distributed and even 
though he was not aware of any income 
inasmuch as he did not receive a Schedule K-1; 
in Dalton v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-43, 
the Tax Court determined that a withdrawing S 
corporation stockholder had to report over 
$450,000 shown on his K-1 despite receiving no 
distribution in the year that he withdrew.
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 In Nelly Home Care, Inc. v. United States, 117 
AFTR2d 2016-680, a Pennsylvania Federal 
District Court indicated that home care agency 
workers, though failing the traditional test, could 
not be reclassified as employees due to the “safe 
harbor” under Section 530 as nine of 22 
companies surveyed classified similar workers 
independent contractors including three 
immediate competitors (additionally, 
Pennsylvania law defined home care registries as 
businesses that “supply, arrange and refer 
independent contractors to provide home care 
services”).
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 In Schiffmann v. United States, 117 AFTR2d 2016-386, 
the First Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with a Rhode 
Island Federal District Court and following the wright of 
authority determined that a CEO was responsible for 
unpaid payroll taxes prior to having knowledge because 
he used unencumbered funds to pay other bills after he 
learned of the unpaid liability; the Tenth Circuit Court of 
Appeals agreed with an Oklahoma Federal District Court 
that a temporary manager of several nursing homes was 
liable for the Trust Fund Recovery Penalty on unpaid 
payroll taxes, rejecting his defenses of possible harm to 
nursing home residents and reliance on a Oklahoma 
statute giving nursing home temporary managers the 
ability to contract for indebtedness as necessary.
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 In McNeill v. United States, 119 AFTR2d 2017-943, a Wyoming 
Federal District Court determined that a public company chairman 
and CEO, despite his business sophistication, had little tax 
knowledge and relied on his advisors including Ernst & Young, finding 
reasonable cause in claiming a $20 million loss in a tax shelter 
transaction in which he was the “tax matters partner”; the Court 
directed IRS to abate the $4.59 million penalty; in Whitsett v. 
Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-100, the Tax Court declined to 
impose an accuracy-related penalty of $108,000 on a physician who 
turned over all information on a stock sale to his preparer who failed 
to report the transaction accurately, the Court noting that “although 
petitioner is a highly educated person and a skilled physician she had 
no knowledge of Federal income taxation.
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 In Haynes v. United States, 119 AFTR2d 2017-
____, a Texas Federal District Court sustained a 
late filing penalty against an individual whose 
preparer filed electronically the due date but the 
return did not go through due to an improper 
entry.
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 In LG Kendrick, LLC v. Commissioner, 119 
AFTR2d 2017-1488, the Tenth Circuit agreed 
with the Tax Court that a taxpayer who had prior 
opportunity to contest the underlying tax liability is 
precluded from bringing up substantive issues at 
a Collection Due Process hearing, yet the Court 
stated that IRS in its discretion could hear 
substantive issues.
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 In Smith v. United States, the US Supreme Court 
declined to review a decision of the Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals at 118 AFTR2d 2016-5127 
where the Court, now in accord with nine other 
Courts of Appeal (the Eighth Circuit being an 
exception), held that income tax liability may not 
be discharged in bankruptcy after IRS has 
prepared a Substitute for Return.
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 In Duckett v. Enomoto, 117 AFTR2d 2016-750, 
an Arizona Federal District Court refused to order 
a trustee to distribute trust funds to IRS as the 
result of a lien when the trust language gave him 
sole discretion to distribute funds.
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 In Revenue Procedure 2016-47, IRS announced 
a new self-certification procedure for rollovers 
missing the 60-day period for good cause; the 
trustee can rely upon the self-certification absent 
actual knowledge to the contrary but must report 
the late rollover to IRS.
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 In Revenue Procedure 2017-34, IRS extended 
the time period for timely filing by estate tax 
return submitted solely for purpose of portability 
until two years from the decedent’s death but no 
earlier than January 2, 2018.
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 In Action on Decision 2016-2, IRS announced 
that it acquiesces in the decision of the Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals in Voss v. 
Commissioner, which held that the $1 million 
acquisition indebtedness and $100,000 home 
equity indebtedness maximums for deducting 
interest are on a per individual basis and not also 
on a per residence basis.
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 In Action on Decision 2017-2, IRS announced 
that the disagreed with the decision of a 
Louisiana Federal District Court in Stine, LLC v. 
United States, in which the Court had determined 
that a building is placed in service when 
substantially completed and in a condition or 
state of readiness for business as evidenced by 
an occupancy permit and not at a later time when 
actually used.
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 In Action on Decision 2017-3, IRS announced 
that it disagreed with the decision of the Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals in Shea Homes, Inc. v. 
Commissioner reversing the Tax Court; the Ninth 
Circuit had allowed a developer using the 
completed contract method to report income and 
expenses on substantial completion of the entire 
community rather than on a home by home basis, 
at least where the homes shared community 
amenities.
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 In Action on Decision 2017-4, IRS indicated that it 
agreed with the result in Scott Singer Installations
in which the Tax Court had determined that a 
stockholder’s transfer of funds to a corporation 
cannot be considered a loan when there is no 
reasonable expectation of repayment as best 
evidenced by whether a disinterested creditor 
would lend funds to the business.
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 In a letter from IRS Appeals Chief Kirsten 
Wielobob to the practitioner community, IRS 
reversed itself by stating “Appeals will no longer 
grant in-person conferences solely upon taxpayer 
request”; IRS revised its manual to set forth 
examples of permissible grounds for an in-person 
conference including the need to examine 
substantial books and records, a need to assess 
the credibility of the taxpayer and to 
accommodate a disability.
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 In Chief Counsel Advice 201633034, IRS set 
forth its position that a babysitter is a household 
employee if the parents have the right to “direct 
and control” the sitter.
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 In Chief Counsel Advice 201640014, IRS 
determined that a franchisee who was active in 
operations of an LLC in which he was majority 
owner was required to pay self-employment tax 
not only on his guaranteed salary but also on his 
flow through income as he was not akin to a 
limited partner (thereafter in Castigliola v. 
Commissioner, TC Memo 2017-62, the Tax Court 
determined that three co-owners of a professional 
limited liability company engaged in the practice 
of law were liable for self-employment tax not 
only on their guaranteed payments but also on 
their flow through income.
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 In News Release 2016-56, IRS announced that 
taxpayers wishing to pay IRS with cash may 
make a payment at participating 7-Eleven stores 
for a $3.99 fee; the payment limit is$1,000 per 
day.
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THOUGHTS ON WHATS 
TO COME

Gifts from Covered Expatriates
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 Current Senate rules allow filibuster (60 vote 
cloture) for most legislation.

 Exception for “budget reconciliation” legislation.

 Only 51/50 votes with VP needed under budget 
reconicilation

 Legislation does NOT qualify for budget 
reconciliation IF it increases the deficit more than 
10 years in the future.
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 Trump “One Pager”

 AHCA/ Better Care Reconciliation Act of 2017

 Major Tax Reform Legislation – End of August? 
End of Year? (Paul Ryan), Business Community 
thinks it could be as late as end of next year
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PERSONAL 
INCOME TAX



 ELIMINATE THE NET INVESTMENT INCOME 
TAX (3.8% surcharge on certain passive income)

 ELIMINATE THE ADDITIONAL MEDICARE TAX 
(0.9% tax on wages above a threshold)
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Note: Trump one pager refers to 10% and 35% rates.
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 Eliminates the personal exemption

 Introduces other childcare-related tax provisions

 TRUMP ONE PAGER: Doubles the standard 
deduction

 Caps itemized deductions at $100,000 for single 
filers and $200,000 for married filers
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 Mortgage Interest Deductions

 Property and State Tax Deductions

 Charitable Deductions
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 TAXES CARRIED INTEREST AS ORDINARY 
INCOME

 ELIMINATES THE AMT
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ESTATE TAX



 As discussed above, introduced and then pulled 
back.
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President/Republican congress proposal to 

ELIMINATE
Estate Tax Looms

HOWEVER, eliminates step up in basis for 
formerly taxable estates (over $10M).
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What does the basis step up mean?

DEFERRAL but not AVOIDANCE of (capital gain) 
tax on items.

Note: capital gain tax rate vs. estate tax rate
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Well, if I knew for sure I would be probably be 
making money on a prediction website BUT:

In 2015:

 11,917 returns filed

 $17.1 Billion Collected  

 Total Tax Revenue in 2015 was $3.25 Trillion

 ~0.53% of total Tax Revenue

 $115 for every person in the country who had either a 
full-time or part-time job in September 2015)
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Well, if I knew for sure I would be probably be 
making money on a prediction website BUT:

In 2015:

 11,917 returns filed (about 5k taxable estates)

 $17.1 Billion Collected  

 Total Tax Revenue in 2015 was $3.25 Trillion

 ~0.53% of total Tax Revenue

 $115 for every person in the country who had either a 
full-time or part-time job in September 2015)
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The Population Division of the Bureau of the 
Census projects that 2.6 million people will die in 
2015. 

Thus, an estate tax return will be filed for only 1 in 
240 decedents, and only 1 in 495 will pay any 
estate tax.
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The Population Division of the Bureau of the 
Census projects that 2.6 million people will die in 
2015. 

Thus, an estate tax return will be filed for only 1 in 
240 decedents, and only 1 in 495 will pay any 
estate tax.

54% of Americans in a recent survey wanted it 
repealed
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Business Taxes



 Corporate income tax rate reduced from 35 
percent to 15 percent

 TRUMP ONE PAGER: Territorial tax system, one 
time tax holiday

 Eliminates corporate AMT
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 Bipartisan business tax reform has been rumored 
to be close to completion for years.

 Recent action by other countries (UK goes from 
30% to 20%)

 Argument that currently offshored profits would 
no longer be deferred ($2.4T, ~$700B in taxes 
about equal to 200% of the annual business 
taxes collected)
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International Updates



 55,800 in OVDP - $9.9B in taxes

 48,000 in Streamlined Procedures – $0.45B

 How long will it last?

 “As long as there is a business purpose”
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 Amazon.com, Inc., 148 T.C. No. 8 (2017)

 The IRS acted in an arbitrary, capricious, and 
unreasonable manner when it applied 
a discounted-cash-flow (DCF) method to a cost-
sharingarrangement (CSA) that Amazon.com 
made with its Luxembourg subsidiary, the Tax 
Court held
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 Hom, No. 14-16214 (9th Cir. 7/26/16)

The court found that the accounts served no financial 
purpose other than playing poker, even though the 
PokerStars account allowed Hom to carry a balance.

Under a dictionary definition, a bank is "an establishment for 
the custody, loan, exchange, or issue of money [or for the] 
extension of credit," the court said, quoting merriam-
webster.com, and since PokerStars and PartyPoker were 
not established for these purposes, they were not banks. 
Therefore, the accounts with them were not financial 
accounts subject to FBAR reporting
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NON-PROFIT 

UPDATES



Non Profit Financial Statements

ASU 2016-14
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 The Board decided in October 2015 to divide 
proposed Update into two Phases

 PHASE ONE – Proposed changes culminating in 
ASU 2016-14. ISSUED AUGUST 2016

 PHASE TWO – Proposed changes that need 
consideration not previously considered or are 
related to projected being addressed in other 
FASB projects.
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 Financial Statements

 Underwater Endowments

 Placed in Service Approach

 Reporting of Expenses

 Investment Returns

 Liquidity Disclosures

 Statement of Cash Flows
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 Present two classes of net assets instead of three 
Statement of Financial Position with a total for net 
assets

 Doesn’t change requirement to separately track 
temporarily and permanently restricted donations

 Two classes of net assets presented on Statement 
of Activities in two columns with totals or one right 
after the other (similar to current options)

ASU 2016-14 – Non-Profit Financial 
Statements
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 Types of donor restrictions to be disclosed could 
include, but are not limited to, the following 
restrictions:

1. Support for a particular operating activity

2. Investment for a specified term 

3. Use in a specified period 

4. Acquisition of long-lived assets
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 Current Guidance allows NFPs to release donor-
imposed restrictions over the estimated life of the 
assets

 New Guidance: Reclassified to without donor 
restriction once placed in Service

UNLESS, restriction on time period it must be 
used
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 Disclosures regarding underwater endowment 
funds including appropriations from these funds, 
the fair value of such funds, amount of original 
gift to be maintained and the amount underwater

 Amount by which endowments are underwater is 
classified as part of net assets with donor 
restrictions
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 Qualitative -- NFPs will be required to 
qualitatively describe in the notes to the financial 
statements information that is useful in assessing 
the liquidity of resources or the maturity of assets 
and liabilities, as well as how they manage liquid 
resources available to meet cash needs for 
general expenditures within a year of the date of 
the statement of financial position. 

 Quantitative -- The new ASU will also require 
NFPs to disclose the availability of financial 
assets as of the date of the statement of financial 
position to meet cash needs for general 
expenditures within one year
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 Expenses by their nature and function –can 
disclose in a footnote or in a separate financial 
statement (Statement of Functional Expenses)

 Methods used to allocate costs among program 
and support functions

NFPs are advised to exercise caution when
allocating costs to investment expenses under
the new guidance. Direct internal investment
expenses are intended to fall under a relatively
narrow definition and should include only
those that directly contribute to generating
investment returns.
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 Report investment income net of investment 
expenses; no longer required to disclose 
investment expenses

Investment Income/Expense Reporting
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 Removed requirement to present indirect method 
for operating cash flows when the direct method 
is used

NOTE Although ASU 2016-14 will not require 
NFPs to use the direct method in reporting 
cash flows, the Board is considering a project 
to improve overall guidance for the cash flows 
statement (including classification) across all 
industries. 
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 The amendments will be effective for fiscal years 
beginning after December 15, 2017. 

 Initial adoption should be for an annual period or the 
first interim period within the year of adoption. 

 Early adoption is permitted. 

 NFPs will be required to apply a retrospective 
transition approach in the year the new guidance is 
first applied. This means that NFPs will apply 
amendments in this ASU to each period presented in 
the financial statements. However, an NFP 
presenting comparative financial statements will have 
the will have the option to omit two of the 
amendments for periods presented before the period 
of adoption:
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 Phase 2 of Nonprofit Reporting Project

 Expected to address issues such as how to 
define the term “operations” and how to align 
measures of operations as presented in the 
Statement of Activities with measures of 
operations in a Statement of Cash Flows 

ASU 2016-14 – Non-Profit Financial 
Statements
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 How will this affect your non-profits?
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 Addresses off balance sheet financing concerns 
related to operating leases

 Lessor accounting not fundamentally changed

 Effective date –annual periods beginning after 
December 15, 2019

 Early adoption is permitted

 Covers all leases of property, plant and equipment –
must be specifically identifiable

 Leases and related acquisition costs will be 
capitalized as right of use assets; a corresponding 
liability is recorded at the present value of the 
minimum lease payments 
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 Right of use assets under operating leases are amortized 
to achieve straight line total lease expense

 Right of use assets under capital leases are amortized on 
a straight line basis

 Lease liability reduced over time using the effective 
interest method for both capital and operating leases

 Right of use asset is an intangible asset, not a fixed asset

 Expenses for operating lease –rent, variable lease 
expense 

 Expenses for capital lease –interest, variable lease 
expense, amortization

 Disclose accounting policy for consideration of impairment 
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 Take steps now to get ready for the new lease 
accounting standards.

 Develop an inventory of all your organization’s lease 
agreements and key provisions.

 Make note of any debt covenants or contracts based 
on financial metrics, and consider the potential 
impact from the proposed changes on them. For 
example, debt-to-equity covenants, as well as 
compensation agreements based on EBITDA or 
other metrics, may need to be renegotiated since the 
calculations could be significantly impacted by the 
proposed changes.

 Keep on top of developments as the effective date 
draws near.
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 How will this affect your non-profits?

 Intangible Asset

 Significant Liability
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 Private inurement led to revocation of exemption 
(PLRs 201603042, 201620012, 201627002, 
201640025, 201645015).

 Private inurement led to denial of recognition of 
exemption (PLRs 201615016, 201620011).
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 Private inurement held present where nonprofit 
organization is providing scholarships to students at for-
profit school, where founder of both entities is same 
individual (PLR 201615016).
 “Your founder is in a position of control and owns a for-profit 

company which benefits substantially from the manner in which 
your activities are conducted.”

 Organization denied exemption as charitable entity where 
sole beneficiary of program is child of parents/founders 
(PLR 201637017).
 You were formed by D and E and named after their minor son, 

who suffers from an unidentified illness. Your activities consist 
primarily of conducting various fundraising events to provide 
financial support to designated recipients. Your fundraising 
material specifically requests funds to help D and E's son. The 
funds are made available to recipients to assist with unexpected 
and unreimbursed medical, travel and other related expenses. 
Since your inception the only individual that has received funds 
from you is the minor child of D and E.
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 Private foundation had exemption revoked to 
founder’s acts of private inurement (201641023). 

 Charitable trust, but no grants were made, distributions to 
trustee and family.

 Organization denied exemption as charitable and 
educational entity because entity formed to manage 
and produce artistic works of its director (PLR 
201643026).

 “Your activities are primarily for the benefit of M and artists 
who collaborate with M. Any educational activities are 
secondary to managing and supporting the works of M. the 
works that you commission, record, and distribute are not 
selected by a board of recognized experts in the field whose 
work may not be considered for commissions or recording.”
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 Organization had exemption revoked on private inurement 
grounds, inasmuch as president used personal bank account for 
entity’s operations; private inurement found because entity’s funds 
are “readily available” for her “immediate and personal use” (PLR 
201647008).

 Comingling of bank account, incorrect reporting of rental income. 
Supposedly community assistance organization.

 IRS revoked exemption of organization formed to pay for medical 
care and related expenses of specific individual (PLR 201648019).

 Cites Revenue Ruling 67-367 and Wendy L. Parker Rehabilitation 
Foundation, Inc, the latter of which 30% of funds benefited founder.

 Better Business Bureau of Washington, D.C., Inc. v. United States, 325 
U.S. 844, Presence of one non-exempt purpose
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IRS statistics for 2012 (most recent data):

a) Unrelated business income tax returns filed by 
over 46,000 tax-exempt organizations.

b) Over one-half of reporting organizations did not 
report unrelated business income tax liability.

c) Charitable organizations were most common 
Form 990-T filer.

d) Charitable organizations accounted for 65 
percent of UBI, 67 percent  deductions, and 58 
percent of all UBIT liability.
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 Exempt college’s issuance of units in its endowment 
fund to charitable remainder trusts for which it serves 
as trustee and is remainder interest beneficiary, in 
return for trust assets, will not generate unrelated 
business income to college (PLR 201613014).
 College's situation is also distinguishable from the entity in 

Rev. Rul. 69-528, which provided investment services on a 
regular basis for a fee. Rather, College will only recover the 
actual costs of managing its endowment and administrating 
the Trust.

 Charitable remainder trust’s exchange of assets for 
endowment fund units, receipt of associated 
payments, and holding and redemption of units will 
not generate unrelated business income to trust (PLR 
201613015).
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 Income to be received by private foundation, in form of 
payment of legal fees earned by its founder before founder’s 
death, will not be unrelated business income (PLR 
201626004).

 the Foundation represents that it will not perform any act (including 
administrative acts) with respect to the receivables other than 
receiving payments related to satisfaction of the receivables.

 IRS determined that public charity, a conservation and 
preservation organization, selling a product through its online 
store, by print catalog, and at various retail outlets, is engaging 
in unrelated business (TAM 201633032).

 The [Redacted Text] sales do not lose their separate identity as a 
trade or business merely because they are carried on within the larger 
context of [Redacted Text] as part of Organization's [Redacted Text] 
functions. See § 1.513-1(b), The test, instead, is whether the activity 
of selling [Redacted Text], in and of itself, contributes importantly to 
the accomplishment of Organization's educational purposes. See §
1.513-1(d)(4)(iii).
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 IRS ruled that private foundation involvement in low-
income housing project did not entail an excess business 
holding (and not generate unrelated business income) 
(PLR 201603032).
 Investment in and managing member of organization

 Other members are not substantial contributors to foundation

 Excess business holdings not present because underlying 
activity is not a business enterprise (PLR 201630009).
 Foundation received real property through bequest (commercial 

real property)

 Because sales were not Foundation's primary purpose and 
Foundation held the commercial real estate properties as income-
producing properties and not inventory used in a trade or business, 
the IRS ruled that the income from a sale of such property would 
not be subject to UBIT.
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 Limitation on allowable itemized deductions applicable to 
individuals with income of at least $261,500 ($313,800 for married 
couples filing jointly)

 Personal exemption amount is $4,050, with phase-out beginning 
with incomes of $261,500 ($313,800 for married couples filing 
jointly); phase-out is complete at $384,000 ($436,000 for married 
couples filing jointly)

 Standard deduction amount is $6,350 ($12,700 for married 
couples filing jointly)

 Decedent’s estates have a basic exclusion amount of $5,490,000.

 Annual exclusion for gifts is $14,000.

 14 center per mile driven in service of Charitable Organizations
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 Social Welfare Organizations 

 Required to file Form 8976, “Notice of Intent to 
Operate Under §501(c)(4)”

 Regs finally issued July 8, 2016

Organizations that were established between Dec. 18, 
2015, and July 8, 2016, …are relieved from the 
notification requirement. Organizations formed during 
that interim period that do not qualify for that relief 
have until Sept. 6 to submit the notification

 Electronic filing, $50 filing fee

 Penalty $20/day, up to $5,000
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In FY 2016:

 Twenty-five tax examiners will review Forms 1023-
EZ.

 IRS projects about 3 percent increase in application 
receipts.

 IRS anticipates receipts outpacing disclosures and an 
increased open application inventory at fiscal year’s 
end.

 Thirty determination specialists will be realigned to 
EO Examinations.

 Division will continue to study data analyzed from 
Form 1023-EZ predetermination reviews and will 
consider future adjustments to percentage of these 
applications selected for predetermination
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 National Taxpayer Advocate disapproves of 
1023-EZ Application

 IRS defends 1023-EZ due to lack of staffing to 
review 1023 applications.

 IRS intends to review 990s of entities filing 1023-
EZs to ensure entities are good charities.
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 Incomplete 1023

 Reincorporation in new state

 990 extension (AUTOMATIC Six Months instead 
of two 3 month requests)

 990N procedure
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 Issued in February 2017

 Contains several “helpful” text boxes

 Estimated that 1% of electronic filers have errors, 
while 33% of paper filers have errors

 While 990-EZ is not REQUIRED to be filed 
electronically, it is highly encouraged
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IRS’s Exempt Organizations Division, on September 29, 
2016, issued its report on fiscal year 2017 work plan.

Examinations: FY 2016 focus was on five issue areas: tax 
exemption, protection of assets, the tax gap, international 
spending, and emerging issues.

 EO Examinations completed 4,984 examinations as of June 
30, 2016.

 As of June 30, 2016, IRS completed 692 hospital reviews and 
referred 166 hospitals for field examinations.

 IRS continued post-determination compliance examination of 
1,400 exempt organizations that filed Forms 1023 or 1024.

 IRS began post-determination compliance examinations of 
exempt organizations grated recognition of exemption by 
means of submission of Form 1023-EZ.

 Both of these two processes said to be “working well” and will 
be continued in FY 2017.
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Data driven decisions for audit selection focusing 
on:

1. Exemption

2. Protection of Assets

3. Tax gap (employment tax and unrestricted 
business income)

4. International

5. Emerging issues

6. Private inurement and benefit
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Feel free to call or email me! I’m always happy to 
give a quick answer on the phone or via email at 

no charge!

Austin C. Carlson, CPA, JD

acarlson@grayreed.com

713-986-7213 (direct)

Gray Reed & McGraw LLP
1300 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 2000

Houston, Texas 77056
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